QUEEN ELIZABETH II

Since our September issue went to press, we have learned of the death of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.

This special issue contains an abbreviated guide to the programmes from now until The State Funeral on Monday 19th September.

Programmes revert to those billed in issue 657 from 00:00 GMT on Tuesday 20th September.

GOD SAVE KING CHARLES III

SATURDAY, September 10
0000 IN MEMORIAM
0700 LISTEN OUTSIDE #4
0800 SOUNDWAVE #921
Online Only
0900 THE LIVELY LOUNGE #797
1000 THE RECORD BOX #50
1100 IN MEMORIAM

SUNDAY, September 11
0000 IN MEMORIAM
0500 TODD’S TURNTABLE #410
0600 SOUNDWAVE #920
88.2, 107.6 MHz FM and Online
0700 THE LIVELY LOUNGE #797
0800 THE RECORD BOX #50
Online Only
0900 LISTEN OUTSIDE #4
1000 CLASSIC LOCATIONS #3
1100 REVIVAL SHOW #775
88.2, 107.6 MHz FM and Online
1200 LIGHT AND EASY
Online Only
1900 TODD’S TURNTABLE #410
2000 SOUNDWAVE #921
2100 THE LIVELY LOUNGE #797
2200 THE RECORD BOX #50
2300 LISTEN OUTSIDE #4

MONDAY, September 12
0000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
88.2 MHz, 107.6 FM and Online
0700 THE TONY CURRIE SHOW #320
Online Only
0800 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
1900 SOUNDWAVE #921
2000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE

TUESDAY, September 13
0000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
88.2 MHz, 107.6 FM and Online
0700 CLASSIC LOCATIONS #3
Online Only
0800 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
1900 LISTEN OUTSIDE #4
2000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE

WEDNESDAY, September 14
0000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
88.2 MHz, 107.6 FM and Online
0700 LISTEN OUTSIDE #1
0800 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
1900 TODD’S TURNTABLE #410
2000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE

THURSDAY, September 15
0000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
88.2 MHz, 107.6 FM and Online
0700 THE STORY OF SCOTLAND’S RADIO
Online Only
0800 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
1900 REVIVAL SHOW #776
2000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE

FRIDAY, September 16
0000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
88.2 MHz, 107.6 FM and Online
0700 REVIVAL SHOW #776
Online Only
0800 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
1900 THE LIVELY LOUNGE #798
2000 RANDOM PLAY

SATURDAY, September 17
0000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
88.2, 107.6 MHzFM and Online
0700 TODD’S TURNTABLE #411(23-10)
0800 SOUNDWAVE #922
Online Only
0900 THE LIVELY LOUNGE #798
1000 THE RECORD BOX #51
1100 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
1300 REVIVAL SHOW #776
1400 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE

SUNDAY, September 18
0000 CLASSICAL SEQUENCE
88.2, 107.6 MHzFM and Online
0700 THE LIVELY LOUNGE #798
0800 THE RECORD BOX #51
Online Only
0900 LISTEN OUTSIDE #1
1000 CLASSIC CONNECTIONS #1
1055 Interval
1100 REVIVAL SHOW #776
88.2, 107.6 MHzFM and Online
1200 LIGHT AND EASY
Online Only
1900 TODD’S TURNTABLE #411
2000 SOUNDWAVE #922
2100 THE LIVELY LOUNGE #798
2200 THE RECORD BOX #51
2300 LISTEN OUTSIDE #1

MONDAY, September 19
0000 IN MEMORIAM
88.2 MHz, 107.6 FM and Online
0700 IN MEMORIAM
Online Only
0800 IN MEMORIAM

On Tuesday September 20, we revert to previously published schedules.